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OVERVIEW OF BS 1133 SECTION 8 FROM A UNITED STATES PERSPECTIVE

Unlike United States wood shipping container standards, the BS 1133 Section 8 is a single comprehensive standard for the design and manufacturing of wood crates and cases (boxes). Where US Handbooks typically cover concepts and guidelines and US Specifications dictate specific manufacturing parameters, this British Standard is a combination of both.

US crate manufacturing standards were spawned from US Department of Agriculture (USDA), Forest Products Laboratory. USDA books and manuals typically contained drawings and mathematical formulas to guide you in the process.

BS 1133 covers most, if not all aspects of transport packaging including protection of food products; protection from metal corrosion; wrapping papers; bags and envelopes; corrugated paper cartons; cans; drums; strapping; glass containers; plastic containers; desiccants; plastic films and much more.

Section 8 specifically covers wood containers used for the transportation and storage of goods. Unlike any current ASTM, US government or US military standards, the document covers both wooden crates AND cases (boxes). Between some in the US there is a fierce debate concerning what is a crate and what is a box, and while they can both be defined in a vacuum, the commercial crating industry often constructs hybrids which are a combination of each.

Just as much of the contents of the ASTM wood packaging standards can be found in the older, original US government standards, you will also find similar information in the US standards at the WoodenCRATES.org standards page.

The major benefit of the BS 1133 standard over the others is its density. In only 92 pages, it covers much, if not all that someone new to crating would need to know to get started. The US and ASTM standards are painfully details and convoluted requiring one to cross-reference documents in a never ending chain.

While the technical aspects of crating are often underestimated, the basics of crating are just that... basic, and for most people, there’s no reason to get into specifics concerning the shape and composition of nail when you can simply go to your local hardware store and purchase a nail with reasonable confidence that what-you-see-is-what-you-need.

Since wood box and crate manufacturing has changed very little since the 1920s, many of the requirements that had to be specified back then, have since become standard. To build basic wood boxes or cases, you can typically purchase the materials from any local source with comfort that they will meet your needs.

An exception may be if you purchase materials or fasteners from emerging countries such as China, Russia, Brazil or India, or from other lesser developed countries around the world.
United States military standards, government standards and other US documents are generally broken into the following categories:

- Heavy duty wood skids
- Wood crates
- Wood boxes (cases)
- Wire-bound wood boxes
- Pallets

In addition to these standards and documents, there are others that cover packaging as well as handbooks that discuss general concepts of packing and blocking-and-bracing.

BS 1133 covers the basics of all of these areas of container design and packing as they related to wood containers (pallets are covered to the extent that they are used as a container base).

Much of what is contained in the BS 1133 standard is available for free on the WoodenCRATES.org standards page but we feel that as of this writing, the actual BS 1133 document allows for the simplest understanding of wood transport container construction. **If you are new to crating, we recommend that you purchase this standard.**